
Hi,

Audio Reward is a brand new development team with one simple aim...To build products that are experimental in nature, comprehensive in features and rich 
in sound design.

Individually we have been responsible for creating dozens of virtual instruments over many years of hard work and commitment but we have now joined 
forces to develop a range of small scale and highly creative instruments under our new Audio Rewards banner. We chose the name ‘Audio Reward’ as we 
wanted to give something back to all the people that have supported us over the years. We wanted to build low-cost, innovative and totally unique libraries 
that push the boundaries of what a virtual instrument should be.  For this reason you will �nd our libraries to be in a di�erent creative space to most other li-
braries on the market.

We will try and harness our experience to deliver techniques and designs that go against the norms and build truly expressive and experimental products. 
We feel there are already enough large scale multi-sampled instruments on the market that don’t necessarily try and push any boundaries.  

Sure, there are many libraries out there with great sound design but what about the actual instrument design? This is where we will try and di�erentiate 
ourselves - By building products that contain new methods of manipulating sounds, we will build creative engines, new concepts and exciting experiments.  
For each release we have teamed up with a collection of the best sound designers we can �nd. So not only will each release be a genuinely exciting concept 
but it will also contain unique sound design made speci�cally for each product.

The team consists of Lindon Parker (Channel Robot) and Glyn Lloyd (Divergent Audio Group, Sampleism, Kontakt Hub) alongside our long-term audio partner 
Erick McNerney.

About Audio Reward



What is Headphase?

In keeping with our philosophy of creating innovative new sound design concepts we created Headphase.

Headphase is packed with 1323 custom made samples inspired by our love of nostalgic sounds. Each sound can be controlled in many ways and blended to 
create sonically deep and lush textures.  Each sound has been speci�cally made for headphase and we have drawn our inspiration heavily from the Boards 
of Canada pallette hence the name.

On the surface you can start loading presets and playing Headphase instantly and you can get creative by turning a few controls to see what they do but 
Headphase goes much deeper than this. It uses a new concept ‘Audio Design partials’ to give you access to various parameters while just moving one of 4 
knobs. These will open up a world of new sounds. Move a ‘Partial’ knob and listen as the sound morphs and changes in various unexpected ways.

We wanted to make an instrument that could be used for rapid inspiration and for generating unique sounds very quickly. 

Version 2 Changelog:

1. Dual Gates (each voice has its own gate)
2. Gate syncopation - Adds in an envelope as part of each step so even if you set all the gate step values to the same you will still hear each gate step 
individually.
3. Voice routing - each voice now has its own routing - which means its own Send Levels and its own FX generated by the smooth partials.
4. Mod Wheel positioning - Move the mod wheel and you will begin to in�uence where in the wave �le Headphase is sampling from.
5. 100 new snapshots
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Headphase uses a new and innovative approach to sound design called Audio Design Partials, or Partials for short. 

Headphase uses an extensive and comprehensive set of audio design controls to o�er you an enormous range of sound possibilities, for each voice these 
include : Fliters (three di�erent types), LFO's to manage the �lter frequency, Vibrato, Tremelo, 4 di�erent send e�ects, and send amounts (using 5 di�erent 
e�ect options) and 4 di�erent insert e�ects (using 20 di�erent e�ect options) as well as over 80 di�erent voices, that can have volume, pan and tuning 
set independently. 

Clearly this is a lot of control, and can be used to generate a really wide range of new and unique sounds, but the management of these can be just as 
comprehensive and complex.

Headphase removes this complexity by using Partials

What are Partials?

Partials make it quick and easy to alter several core characteristics of the sound at the same time thus helping you to ‘explore’ sound and e�ortlessly �nd 
new combinations of settings. We give you all the control you need to allocate a number of di�erent controls to each partial: 

SHAPE
Voice 1 Sound, Voice 2 Sound, Voice 1 Filter Type, Voice 1 Filter Frequency, Voice 1 Filter Resonance

SCULPT 
Voice 1 Volume, Voice 2 Volume, Voice 1 Vibrato, Voice 1 Vibrato Frequency, Voice 1 Vibrato Depth

SHIFT
Voice 1 Pitch, Voice 2 Pitch, Voice 1 Tremelo, Voice 1 Tremelo Frequency, Voice 1 Tremelo Depth

SMOOTH
Send e�ect amounts and the insert e�ects 
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Loading and Saving Partials

You can load and save Partials separately from each other so you can combine 
di�erent partials to get new sounds. Headphase comes with a useful pre-saved set 
of partials for each type, these include lots of "standard" pre-con�gured set-ups for 
each type of control, as well as a number to turn controls on or o�.

Randomising Partials 

There are controls in the interface that will randomise each Partial and its controls.

Moving each of the SHAPE, SCULPT, SHIFT and SMOOTH pots will randomise the 
controls in the partial. Moving the pot a small amount will make small changes to the 
partial, moving the pot further to the left or right will make more and more radical 
randomisations. 

Once you've made a change using the Partials pots the pots will wait 1 second 
before resetting themselves to the centre position.  So you can make a radical 
change to the Partial, wait 1 second, the pot will reset to its centre position and now 
you can make smaller less-radical changes, or again move to the pot extremes for a 
completely di�erent partial. 

LOAD SAVE LOAD SAVE LOAD SAVE LOAD SAVE
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Setting the Randomisation Approach 

Each Partial randomisation pot has an approach to how it performs randomisation, 
and clicking on the cog button next to each pot shows you the current 
randomisation approach and allows you to change the approach 

When you click the ‘cog’ icon the amount of randomisation for each parameter 
assigned to the main control can be edited.

Move the slider to the right to make the randomisation stronger. Once you’ve set up 
the strength for each randomisation control press the ‘cog’ icon again to close the 
edit panel.

Now, try moving the main knob again to hear your new settings make changes to 
the sound it real time...

Experiment and have fun!
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The Gate Sequencer

The Gate Sequencer now has dual controls so each voice can be gated individually. 
This button:

Is used to syncopate each step, so even if you set all the gate step values to the 
same value you will still hear each gate step individually

It can be used to subtly modulate over time or to create choppy sequences and 
tempo-synced rhythms.

The Gate Sequencer also has the ability to load and save presets directly from disk.
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The Drift Control

The Drift control emulates the tuning inconsistencies/niceties of old(er) hardware 
instruments.  

Drift will slowly move the tuning of each of the instrument voices over time - the 
further you turn the dial the more "out of tune" the instrument will drift. 

Once Drift has reached a target tuning it will identify a new tuning and slowly move 
to that - so it never stays static for long.

Mod Wheel Positioning

Use this button to activate. Move the mod wheel and you will begin to in�uence 
where in the wave �le Headphase is sampling from.
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Unlocking Headphase

When you �rst open Headphase you will be asked to enter a unique serial number. 
This number will be provided when you purchase Headphase.

Enter the number in the boxes as shown and click ‘Enter’.  You will then see this 
message:

You will then need to resave the nki �le using the directions below.

Click the save icon in Kontakt.

Choose ‘Save as...’

Then click ‘Instrument - Headphase’
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Don’t change the �lename

Ensure ‘Patch Only’ is selected

Click Save.

Now, close Headphase and re-open it,



Snapshots

Headphase comes with 250 snapshots, each grouped into separate folders for ease of access.

If you want to use the included snapshots you need to copy the snapshot folders included in your download into the correct location on your computer for 
Kontakt to �nd them.

MAC OS : Users\<username>\Documents\Native Instruments\User Content\Kontakt\HEADPHASE

WINDOWS: C:\Users\<username>\Documents\Native Instruments\User Content\Kontakt\HEADPHASE
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TIP: To easily �nd the correct folder click the ‘Spanner’ icon in Kontakt. Then Click ‘Instrument Options’. 
Then click ‘Snapshots’ and ‘Show.

This will open the correct folder for you.

You can then paste the snapshots directly into that folder.



This End-User license agreement (EULA) is a legal agreement between you and Audio Reward for the Audio 
Reward product that this agreement accompanies; including computer software and associated media or mul-
timedia, printed materials and electronic documentation.
By installing or using this product you agree to be bound by the terms of the EULA. If you do not agree to the 
terms of this EULA you may not install or use the product. All audio samples provided with the product are the 
property of Audio Reward and are licensed to you, they are not sold.

1. Audio Reward grants the end-user (licensee) of the product the right to create finished
musical works and performances using the audio samples and any other media or software included as part of 
the Audio Reward product.
2. The licensee may use the product for commercial purposes.
3. The licensee may alter the samples within the context of a finished musical work but may not distribute 
those altered samples outside of that musical context.
4. The creation of sound libraries in any form for commercial use or otherwise that use the Audio Reward 
audio or software, including single samples, loops, audio clips or similar is strictly prohibited. Violations will be 
prosecuted under local and international copyright law.
5. You may not under any circumstance make any part of the Audio Reward product available to others either 
by duplication, copy, distribution, transfer, upload, download, trade, resale, or loan.
6. The licensee may use this product on multiple computers under the following conditions:
a. The use of multiple computers is part of a single audio workstation for the individual licensee.
b. The licensee has two non-concurrent sites of work, such as a studio desktop and a laptop for live perfor-
mance.
7. Audio Reward warrants and asserts that all audio samples, graphics, images, scripts, documents, and any 
other media included with the product is the sole property of Audio Reward and that Audio Reward has the 
authority to grant the rights in this EULA.
8. The user agrees to read the manual before seeking help or support from Audio Reward.
9. Audio Reward will not be responsible if the content of the product does not meet the particular purposes of 
the licensee.
10. It is the licensee's responsibility to check that the product is compatible with their computer system.
11. The product is licensed “as is”. Audio Reward will not be responsible for any loss incurred by the licensee 
from the direct or indirect use of the product.
12. If you have any doubts, concerns, or uncertainties about the terms in this EULA please contact Audio 
Reward before installing or using the product.

Copyright Audio Reward ©2017
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